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Ballistocardiographic artifacts in PPG imaging
Andreia V. Moço, Sander Stuijk, and Gerard de Haan

Abstract—Objective: Photoplethysmography (PPG) is a noninvasive technique to measure the blood-volume pulse and derive
various vital signs. Camera-based PPG imaging was recently
proposed for clinical microvascular assessment, but motion robustness is still an issue for this technique. Our study aims
to quantify cardiac-related, i.e., ballistocardiographic (BCG),
motion as a source of artifacts in PPG imaging. Methods: In this
paper, using the human head as a relevant region of interest,
the amplitude of BCG-artifacts was modeled for a Lambertian
surface illuminated by a light source. To derive peak-to-peak
head displacements for the model, we recorded, on 54 subjects,
PPG and inertial sensor data at the pulse and cranial vertex. We
simulated the effect of light source location at a mesh representation of a human face and conducted additional experiments on
a real subject. Results: Under non-orthogonal illumination, the
relative strength of BCG-artifacts is strong enough, compared to
the amplitude of PPG signals, to compromise PPG imaging in
realistic scenarios. Particularly affected are the signals obtained
in the non-green part of the spectrum and/or when the incident
angle at the skin surface exceeds 45 degrees. Conclusion: From
the model and an additional experiment conducted on real
skin, we were able to prove that homogenous and orthogonal
illumination is a means to minimize the problem. Significance:
Our illumination recommendation provides a simple and effective
means to improve the validity of remote PPG-imagers. We
hope that it helps to prevent mistakes currently seen in many
publications on remote PPG.
Index Terms—PPG imaging, ballistocardiography, artifacts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Photoplethysmography (PPG) is a non-invasive optical technique to detect blood volume changes in the microvascular bed
of tissue. Since transient changes to the cardiovascular blood
pulse-volume modulate incident light, a PPG waveform may
be obtained by illuminating the skin and measuring the amount
of light reflected, or transmitted, to a photosensor. The thusobtained waveform is a rich signal that provides information
on cardiac activity, respiration, Sp O2 , vasomotor activity and
thermal regulation. PPG signals are now widely used in
hospitals [1]. However, typical PPG systems require sensors
to be in direct contact with the skin, which is a drawback,
particularly for continuous long-term monitoring or frequently
repeated measurements. In specific populations with damaged
or highly sensitive skin (e.g., burned patients, the elderly and
newborns) the application of contact based monitoring may
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even be impossible. However, if PPG signals are extracted
remotely, such issues can be solved in an unobtrusive, userfriendly and low-cost manner.
Pioneering remote PPG (PPG) measurement protocols described in early papers required dedicated equipment [2],
[3]. However, the feasibility of PPG measurements using
ambient light and consumer electronics RGB cameras was also
demonstrated [4], as well as using thermal [5] and infrared
cameras [6]. Efforts have also been made to apply remote
monitoring to microvascular research by extending the PPG
technique to PPG imaging (PPGI) [7]. Remote PPG imagers
are computer-based CCD systems that non-invasively visualize
local changes in dermal blood volume using backscattered
optical radiation [8]. Recent advances in PPGI allow mapping
of blood perfusion in static subjects and hold the promise of
application in anesthetized patients [9]. However, enthusiasm
about PPGI is tempered by the immature state of the technology, in particular when it comes to motion robustness.
In this paper, we focus on quantifying a particular motion
threat to PPGI that has so far received little attention in
the literature. In general, motion with respect to the light
source modulates light [10]. Hence, an PPG-camera captures
the summed effect of motion and changes in blood volume
(PPG). Band-pass filters and correlation-based approaches are
typically used to reduce motion components in PPG images
[11], but these have little effect if motion itself is related to
the cardiac activity. This effect of pulsatile activity is referred
to in the literature as ballistocardiographic motion.
Ballistocardiography (BCG) was almost forgotten for some
time due to development of high resolution electrochocardiography and modern methods of imaging [12]. However,
recently it comes back into favor as a complementary method.
For example, the latest literature shows both conventional
electronic BCG systems designed for home use [13] as well as
fiber-optic sensors for monitoring MRI patients [14]. Although
of small amplitude, there is compelling evidence for the
detectability of BCG signals at the thorax [15] and also
head, either using inertial sensors [16], [17], cameras [18],
or simultaneous electroencephalography-fMRI [14], [19].
To our knowledge, only Blanik et al. [20] and Verkruysse et
al. [4] reported movement artifacts resulting from heartbeating
in functional mappings. However, the description of this effect
was restricted to selected skin sites (edges of the forearm,
carotid artery) and the relation between the amplitude of
BCG-artifacts and lighting conditions was not investigated.
Accordingly, the aim of this investigation is to quantify the
relative effect of cardiac-induced motion on the measured
PPG-image. In a first stage, we model the effect of motion
on the reflected light. Then, we assess implications for PPGI
by apply the model for various lighting conditions, using the
face as a relevant measurement site. Finally, we provide a
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proof-of-concept experiment on real skin.

α

II. M ATERIALS AND METHODS
Section II-A describes the working scenario and models
the relation between micro-motion and the resulting BCGartifacts for a Lambertian surface illuminated by a punctual light source. Section II-B presents the methodology for
modeling BCG-artifacts at a mesh representation of a human
face, for different illumination settings. Finally, Section II-C
demonstrates actual BCG effects on the human forehead.
A. A model for BCG-artifacts at the head
1) Scenario and assumptions: Fig. 1 depicts a headmounted device for simultaneous acquisition of BCG-motion
and artifact signals at the subject’s cranial vertex (most superior point on the skull [21]), where a motion sensor (MS) is
covered by a white and opaque board similar to spectralon,
providing an horizontal surface for video recording. In this
sense, BCG-artifacts are subtle brightness variations, recorded
over time, by a static camera pointing to a RoI in the surface.
Since the MS and the surface are attached together, they share
the same referential axis.
We consider a punctual light source located in the Y0 Z
plane, at a distance R from a small RoI in the board surface. Assuming uniform illumination, the direction of light
at any point of the RoI is given by the unit vector êr =
(0, sin α, − cos α)T , oriented outward from the source, where
α is the incident angle between light source and RoI.
For the sake of simplicity, we tackle the scenario of seated
subjects that are not performing voluntary motions. We consider that the head-neck system is confined to rotation around
the first cervical vertebra [22] and translation due to respiration
or heart beating. BCG-motion was quantified as linear displacements (dX , dY , dZ , for the X, Y and Z axis) and rotation
(θX , extension/flexion; θY , lateral bending; θZ , axial rotation).
The sign of the angles is in agreement to Euler’s rotation
theorem (positive for counterclockwise rotation). Accordingly,
micro-motion modulates ên (t) as follows:
ên (t) = RZ (θZ (t)) RY (θY (t)) RX (θX (t)) ên,0 ,

(1)

T

where ên,0 = (0, 0, 1) is the baseline normal vector to the
surface and RX , RY and RZ are the rotation matrixes about
the X, Y and Z axis, respectively. For convenience, hereafter
we will omit the explicit time dependence (t) of all signals.
The components of ên are as displayed in (2).


en,X = cos θZ sin θY cos θX + sin θZ sin θX
en,Y = sin θZ sin θY cos θX − sin θX cos θZ


en,Z = cos θY cos θX

(2)

Recognizing that θAXIS is small, the Taylor-series expansion is applicable to (2). Replacing sin(θAXIS ) ≈ θAXIS and
cos(θAXIS ) ≈ 1 into the components of ên yields


en,X = θY + θZ θX ,
(3)
en,Y = θZ θY − θX ,


en,Z = 1.

X

Z

Y

Fig. 1. Reference axis and head-mounted device for simultaneous acquisition
of BCG-motion and artifact signals. The image plane contains a surface
attached to the subject’s head (X0 Y plane). The incident light rays are parallel
to the Y0 Z plane and make an angle α w.r.t. the surface.

2) BCG-artifacts resulting from head motion: We now
model the average light intensity at an RoI in the surface,
I, taking motion and light source location (incident angle, α,
and distance to surface, R) into account. Using the Inverse
Square Law, I is expressed as
I=

I0
||êr · ên ||,
(R + δθ,d )2

(4)

where I0 is a constant and δθ,d is a perturbation due to BCG
movements. We proceed by considering a distant light source.
For this case, since (R + δθ,d )2 ≈ R2 , the only mechanism
by which BCG-motion modulate I is the inner product êr ·
ên , which is constant over the RoI. This scenario can even
be simplified further by recognizing that, since the surface
is uniform and horizontal, translation movements about the
X0 Y plane have no influence over brightness values recorded
by a camera pointing to a static RoI. Accordingly, the average
brightness at a RoI in the surface, I, is expressed as
I0
.
(5)
R2
For the general case of rotation in all axis of rotation, the
substitution of the approximations en,Y ≈ θZ θY − θX and
en,Z ≈ 1 into (5) results in
I = (−en,Y sin α + en,Z cos α).

I0
.
(6)
R2
Equation (6) can be approximated recognizing that, for
small angles, the mixed product term θZ θY is much smaller
than θX . Neglecting θZ θY is further supported by evidence for
θX being stronger than either θZ or θY [19], [17], as well as
preliminary results from this study, pointing to maximal peakto-peak (P2P) displacements for flexion / extension (≈ 0.1o ).
Therefore,
I ≈ [−(θZ θY − θX ) sin α + cos α].

I0
.
(7)
R2
It is apparent from (7) that flexion and extension movements
of the neck, θX , have the strongest modulating effect over I.
I ≈ [θX sin α + cos α].
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Also, we can recognize a time-varying (“AC”) and a constant
(“DC”) component in I:
(8)

IDC ≈ cos(α).I0 /R2

(9)

50 cm

IAC ≈ θX sin α.I0 /R2

REC.

25º

suggesting the ratio BCG = IAC /IDC as a convenient means
of expressing the relative BCG-artifact signal:
BCG ≈

θX sin(α)
.
cos(α)

(10)

Equation (10) is of the kind y ≈ m. θX , where the slope,
m = tan(α), is a factor amplifying head rotation.
Let us now examine the amplitude of BCG-artifacts when
the light source is closer to the surface. For this case, if the RoI
is small enough for the assumption of uniform illumination
to hold, I is still expressed as in (4), but êr is no longer
the same for the baseline and displaced positions of the
RoI. Instead, it can be shown that this vector is, approximately, (0, sin α, − cos α + ∆z/R)T , where ∆z denotes the
displacement of the centroid of the RoI in the Z axis. Using
(2) and Taylor approximations, it can be further shown that
2
+θY2 )/2, where ρ is the distance between RoI and
∆z ≈ ρ(θX
axis of rotation of the head-neck system. For adult subjects,
ρ is estimated to be within the range 15–20 cm and R is
typically larger than 30 cm. Thus, it remains safe to ignore
the contribution of ∆z to êr and that of δθ,d = ∆z 2 (see (4)),
so the insights derived from distant light sources hold.
3) Experimental verification of BCG-artifacts: Figure 2
illustrates an experimental setup to verify (10) by simultaneous acquisition of motion and artifact signals. For this
verification, two contrasting scenarios (i.e., near-orthogonal
vs. near-frontal) seem to be appropriate1 , so experiments were
conducted for the incident angles, α, set to 25o and 80o . Head
motion was quantified using accelerometry and gyroscopy,
whereas pulse oximetry was used for identifying cardiac cycles
and estimating instantaneous heart-rate. Data acquisition and
signal processing were as follows.
Data acquisition: A subject was asked to sit on a rigid
chair with back-support and wear a motion sensor (referential
axis as in Fig. 1). This device was attached to his cranial vertex
using adjustable straps. Because BCG waveforms are typically
low-amplitude, the sensitivity and sampling rate of the motion
sensors are critical parameters. As such, the chosen model
was MP67B (InvenSense Inc., USA) embedded on an iPhone 6
platform (Apple Inc., USA),
√ owing to its 16-bit resolution,
√ low
noise (gyroscope: 0.01o /s/ Hz, accelerometer: 0.3 mg/ Hz)
and possibility to sample signals at 100 Hz. To minimize noncardiac movements, explicit instructions were given to avoid
voluntary hand and facial movements during recordings. The
1 Although it would be possible to verify the model for additional/alternative
incident angles, these would come at the cost of increased measurement
time (i.e., discomfort for the subject), as well as a more complicated setup
with additional technical difficulties; for example, when the camera is frontal
to the plastic board surface, orthogonal illumination (0o ) would result into
stronger specular reflections. Moreover, propagation of measurement errors
would make it difficult to differentiate results for the incident angles of 0o
and 25o . Likewise, for 90o , (10) is undefined (asymptotic behavior).

80º

Gyro

[TOP VIEW OF THE HEAD]

Y
Z

X

cPPG
Rotation around the 3 axes:
X: flexion (-) / extension (+)
Y: lateral bending (right, + / left, - )
Z: axial rotation (right, - / left, + )

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the experimental setup, with the reference axis
for the triaxial gyroscope and the surface to the subject’s head. The region of
interest within the surface is marked by a green square. Abbreviations: cPPG,
contact-PPG by pulse oximetry; Gyro, gyroscope; REC, RGB camera.

MP67B was covered by an opaque, white plastic surface,
which was recorded with an RGB camera (model USB UI2230SE-C, IDS, Germany; global shutter, CCD, 8 bits per
color channel)(see Fig. 1). To help stabilize this surface within
the field-of-view of the camera, the realtime video recordings
were shown to the subject in a front screen. Recordings of the
surface were acquired in an uncompressed data format (frame
rate, 40 Hz; frame size, 384 × 288 pixels). The illuminator was
an incandescent light source, providing uniform illumination
on an RoI of about 2 cm × 7 cm (60 × 210 pixels).
Consecutive recordings of 3 min each were performed for the
incident angles of 25o and 80o .
Signal processing: All signals were processed by standard and custom software implemented in MATLAB. Raw
artifact signals were obtained for each recording by averaging
red, green and blue pixels within a static RoI on the recorded
surfaces. These were lowpass filtered to extract its “DC”
component (9th order Butterworth filter; cutoff frequency, 30
bpm) and normalized as AC/DC. For the illumination angles
of 25o and 80o , the normalized BCG-artifact signals were
denoted as BCG25 and BCG80 , respectively.
Noise removal was the next processing step: motion and
artifact signals were processed in strides of 1024 samples
(corresponding to about 10 cardiac cycles) with an overlapping
factor of 50%. Each stride was detrended, convolved with a
Hanning window and filtered in the frequency domain according to an adaptive approach similar to that of [11], where the
reference heart-rate was obtained from pulse oximetry signals.
For each stride, the frequency bands that exceeded a tolerance
width, ±∆n , around each of the first N harmonics of the heartrate, [−∆n + fn , ∆n + fn ], were removed, for n = 1 . . . N . In
our implementation, N was set to 8 harmonics, and ∆n = 4
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bins, except for ∆1 = 2 bins, as spectra was noisier around f1 .
Then, we obtained average waveforms for motion and artifacts.
To this end, the peaks from pulse oximetry signals were used
to demarcate cardiac cycles within the data. Individual cycles
were resampled to 100 samples and selected according to the
following conditions: a) Each relative peak is maximal for the
current cycle and also for the neighborhood [−50, 50]% (of the
cycle duration) centered at that peak; b) The relative temporal
spacing between the peak of the cycle and any of its neighbors
is within 80-120%; and c) The P2P amplitude of the cycle is
within the 95% limits of agreement for the entire signal.
The gyroscope signals were integrated via the trapezoidal
method to yield angular displacements, θX (n), θY (n) and
θZ (n). Similarly, the accelerometer signals were integrated
twice to yield linear displacements, dX (n), dY (n) and dZ (n).
To estimate the strength of motion and artifacts, we computed
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the average waveforms for
BCG25 , BCG80 , and displacements.
B. Implications for PPGI at the human face
Up to now, we considered a small, flat RoI for which
incident light rays are parallel. We now move a step further
into realistic modeling of BCG-artifacts in PPG-images by
considering a topographic representation of a human face.
To this end, we used a 3D mesh model randomly chosen
from the Basel face model database [23]. For each triangle
of the facial representation, the reflected light was computed
as the summation of a diffuse Lambertian term and the
Torrance-Sparrow analytic bidirectional reflection distribution
function. Parameters were extracted from the MERL/ETH
Skin Reflectance Database (male adult, skin type II [24]).
To calibrate the model with realistic head rotation and linear
displacement parameters, we applied the procedure described
in Section II-A3 on a sample 54 subjects (52 male; 25.6 ±
3.7 yrs). The study was approved by the Internal Committee
Biomedical Experiments of Philips Research, and an informed
consent was obtained from each subject. Angular peak-to-peak
displacements (means ± standard deviations) were dominant
for flexion/extension (0.12 ± 0.03o ) and maximal for forward/backward translation (0.85 ± 0.30 mm)2 , so we modeled
neck extension/flexion around the X axis by 0.1o and anterior/posterior displacement by 0.5 mm (parameter estimated by
correcting the accelerometer estimate for linear displacement
from rotation; i.e., 0.5 mm ≈ dZ,P 2P − ρ θX,P 2P , with ρ in
the range of 15 to 20 cm).
To evaluate the effect of a near and distant light source, we
set the distance parameter, R, to 25 cm and 1 m, respectively.
For each case, we considered three incident angles w.r.t. the
baseline position of the face: frontal light, oblique light (45o
w.r.t. normal to the face) and a high angle of incidence (about
90o w.r.t. normal to the face). For all scenarios, we considered
2 In this calibration experiment, peak-to-peak angular displacements were
0.12 ± 0.03o , 0.06 ± 0.02o , 0.07 ± 0.03o for the X, Y and Z directions,
respectively, whereas linear displacements were 0.48±0.17 mm, 0.85±0.30
mm and 0.10 ± 0.03 mm for X, Y and Z. Flexion/extension is the dominant
degree of freedom at the head-neck system because 1. the common carotid
arteries are symmetric w.r.t. the sagittal plane, and 2. both branches are subject
to similar cardiac-related pressure variations, so lateral forces cancel out.
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a frontal camera pointing to the face, at a distance of 50
cm. Then, the intensity at each facet i was computed for the
(i)
baseline and displaced positions. Using the notation I0 and
(i)
IP 2P , these were computed as follows:
(i)

I0

I0

=

(i)

I0
(i)

p0 − pLS

0, −

||p0 − pLS ||2

(i)

IP 2P =

(i)


max

(i)

||p0 − pLS ||


,

(i)


max

(i)

· ên,0

0, −

||pP 2P − pLS ||2
(i)

pP 2P − pLS
(i)

||pP 2P − pLS ||

(i)

(11)



· ên,P 2P
(12)
(i)

where: ên,0 is the normal to facet i and ên,P 2P =
(i)
RX (0.11o ) ên,0 is the corresponding displaced normal;
pLS = (0, −R cos α, R sin α)T is the location of the source,
(i)
(i)
for α defined w.r.t. the Y axis; and p0 and pP 2P are the
baseline and displaced locations of the center of facet i,
respectively, for i = 1 . . . 106 . Finally, the relative intensity of
(i)
BCG-artifacts at the face representation, Yf , was computed
for each facet i and expressed as the ratio “AC” over “DC”.
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
This expression was approximated by |I0 −IP 2P |/I0 , if I0
is positive, or 0 otherwise. To prevent numerical instability,
(i)
Yf was truncated to 1%.
C. Proof-of-concept on real skin
While the model-based approach conducted so far allows
a solid understanding of BCG effects, no results were generated that reflect pollution of signals on actual skin. This is
why we conducted an additional experiment with different
conditions of face illumination meant to allow qualitative
contrast between minimized versus boosted BCG-artifacts at
the forehead. Although it is not possible to isolate BCG
from PPG, by having skin and non-skin RoIs placed next to
each other, at least a reference waveform can be measured
for this artifact. So we used black tape and white plastic
surfaces to demarcate pairs of rectangular RoIs within the
subject’s forehead. For each pair, one RoI consisted of skin
and another consisted of white opaque plastic board (sizes 2
cm × 3-3.5 cm; pixels resolution in the order of 50 pixels2 ).
For demonstrative purposes, one pair of RoIs is sufficient to
investigate effects of non-uniform lighting over the strength
of BCG-artifacts, so we chose, arbitrarily, the middle one (see
Fig. 3). Data acquisition and signal processing are described
in sections II-C1 and II-C2, respectively.
1) Data acquisition: The data acquisition protocol of Appendix II-A3 was adapted for measurements of regions of
interest at the forehead on the same male subject as in II-A3.
The previously described RGB camera and pulse oximeter
were reused (sampling frequency, 20 Hz), and the subject was
required to sit on a chair while avoiding voluntary motions.
However, the fluorescent lamp Philips EnergyLight (reference
HF3319) was now preferred, owing to the provision of diffuse
illumination. Also, this source has spectral spikes at 439 nm,
550 nm and 615 nm, a feature that minimizes inter-channel
interference when Bayer filters are used.
Two consecutive recordings of 2 min were undertaken. First,
non-uniform lighting conditions were achieved by placing a
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single fluorescent lamp (FL) about 30 cm over the subject’s
head, with the light pointing downwards (see FL 1 at Fig. 3(a)).
Then, three additional fluorescent lamps were included in
the setup to provide uniform illumination at the forehead:
one positioned above the head, to radiate light upwards (FL
4), and the remaining ones positioned near the camera and
oriented frontwards to the subject, at a distance of about 50 cm
(FL 2,3). Care was taken to minimize specular reflections by
covering the camera lens and all lamps with linear polarizing
film. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show sample frames obtained under
top and uniform illumination, respectively.
(a)

5

TABLE I
BCG- MOTION AND ARTIFACTS UNDER NON - UNIFORM ILLUMINATION .
α

θX,P 2P

θY,P 2P

θZ,P 2P

Experimental

From (10)

25o
80o

0.23o
0.21o

0.06o
0.08o

0.11o
0.11o

0.26%
1.86%

0.17%
2.27%

R=25cm

rBCG

1m

Top

(b)
FL1

Fluorescent Lamp 1

ILL

30 cm

Fluor.
Lamps
2,3
50 cm

REC.

BCG

ILL

BCG

rBCG

(c)

45º

FL1-4

BCG

30 cm

(%)

scent

Fluore

Lamp

ILL

4

BCG

ILL

≥1

BCG

rBCG

Frontal

Fig. 3. Setup for data acquisition at the forehead of a seated subject, including
an RGB camera and fluorescent lamps (FL; top lighting conditions requires
FL 1 whereas, for uniform illumination, FL 1-4 are used).

2) Signal processing: The temporally varying remote-PPG
signals were extracted from skin and non-skin RoIs at the
forehead by averaging the corresponding pixels, tracked over
time. We processed signals separately for the R, G and B
channels in skin and jointly for the non-skin surface. Similar
to Section II-A3, all strides were normalized as AC/DC to
allow comparison of signals irrespective of camera aperture,
local brightness and albedo of surface, whether it is skin or
non-skin (e.g., the white plastic surface is brighter than the
skin RoI). Additionally, the AC/DC representation promotes
invariance to lighting variations and reduces low-frequency
noise [25]. Adaptive bandpass-filtering was applied around the
pulse-rate frequency plus the first 3 harmonics using the shorttime Fourier transform (window size, 128; overlap-and-add by
a factor of 50%, with a Hanning window). Then, the peaks
from pulse oximetry were used to demarcate cardiac cycles
in the signals from the skin and non-skin RoIs. These were
resampled to 24 samples per cycle and averaged to obtain
representative PPG and BCG waveforms.
III. R ESULTS
Table I contrasts peak-to-peak angular displacements and
artifacts that were determined—experimentally, according to
section II-A3, and as predicted from (10)—for the incident
angles, α, of 25o and 80o (i.e., near-frontal vs. near-lateral
lighting conditions). For similar displacements, the strength
of artifacts seems to differ by almost an order of magnitude.
Fig. 4 depicts simulation results for motion maps obtained
under contrasting distances to source (R = 25 cm and 100
cm) and incident angles (top light; 45o w.r.t. the normal to the
face and frontal light). Overall, artifacts are strongest when the

ILL

BCG

ILL

BCG

Fig. 4. Amplitude of BCG-artifacts at a human face, expressed in normalized
percentage. Simulations were carried for different incident angles (frontal, 45o
w.r.t. the normal-to-face and top light) and distance to source (25 and 100 cm).
The right side half-faces illustrate illumination conditions at the face.

incident light largely deviates from orthogonality to surface
(particularly in the range of 45o to 90o ), an issue promoted
by shorter source-to-face distances (e.g., R = 25 cm).
Finally, Fig. 5 shows the resulting PPG and BCG waveforms obtained on skin and non-skin adjacent surfaces at the
forehead, under non-uniform and uniform lighting conditions.
A striking observation from this proof-of-concept experiment
is the fact that artifacts are clearly most prominent under
top lighting and are particularly detrimental to the smaller
amplitude PPG signals acquired at the red and blue channels.
By inspecting the frequency domain representations under top
light (see Fig. 5(b)), one can further verify that the energy
of BCG-artifacts is mostly at the second and third harmonics
of the cardiac frequency (respectively 0.0087 and 0.130 in a
normalized frequency range from 0–1, where 1 corresponds
to sampling frequency). Conversely, remote PPG signals are
low frequency signals whose energy is mostly concentrated at
the fundamental pulse-rate frequency. Homogenous lighting
improved waveform shapes in all channels, although there
seems to be remnants of BCG-artifacts at the blue wavelength.
IV. D ISCUSSION
This paper considers the effect of ballistocardiographic
artifacts in remote PPG-images. The overall procedure taken in
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this investigation consisted of three steps: 1. building a model
for BCG-artifacts at the head with realistic estimates of head
motion, 2. applying the model to study the effect of nonuniform illumination on BCG-artifact strength at the human
face, and 3. demonstrating actual BCG effects on real skin.
To allow comparison of the relative strength of BCG vs.
PPG signals (%), Fig. 6 provides a joint representation of
relative BCG-artifacts and PPG signals. Specifically, Fig. 6(a)
illustrates the peak-to-peak amplitude of BCG signals and
its derivative, as a function of angle of incidence, α, for
neck flexion/extension, θX , set to 0.1o . It is apparent that
the amplitude of BCG-artifacts increases slowly until 45o but
rises sharply for α > 45o . As practical implication, artifacts
are minimized under orthogonal lighting conditions. However,
the reverse situation occurs for lateral illumination. These
expectations were confirmed in the validation experiment
reported in Section II-A3, where the average BCG waveform
was measured for the contrasting scenarios of α set to 25o
(near-frontal) and 80o (near-lateral). Despite contamination
by various noisy sources (e.g., model error, muscular tremor,
specular reflections, thermal noise from the sensors, drift of the
subject’s head w.r.t. baseline position, affecting the accuracy of
α, etc.), the amplitude of the experimentally measured BCG-

artifacts (for α set to 25o and 80o ) is close to what would be
expected from (10) (see Table I). Note that BCG-artifacts are
sensitive to the tangent of the incident angle of light, α, and
to the peak-to-peak angular displacement of the head, θX , but
are wavelength independent; this property is valid irrespective
of the spectral characteristics of the illuminator.
To put the amplitude of BCG-artifacts into perspective,
Fig. 6(b) depicts the relative amplitude of remote-PPG signals
as a function of wavelength, as derived from the PPG spectrum
measurements of Corral et al. [26], [6], where the maximal
signal strength was scaled to 1% [4]. This spectrum has two
limitations; first, its shape suffers from measurement noise,
in particular for shorter wavelengths and, second, the head
was not fixed during data acquisition [26], thus affecting
precision and accuracy of measurements. Still, the existing
data is already valuable to show that the strength of PPG
signals is wavelength-dependent and peaks at the green region
of the spectrum. Most importantly, the pairwise representation
of the relative BCG (as a function of angle of incidence)
and PPG signals (as a function of wavelength) allows one
to suspect that the relative BCG-artifacts can be comparable
or stronger than actual PPG signals, particularly in non-green
wavelengths and under non-orthogonal angles of incidence. As
the accurate amplitude of signals is mandatory for mapping the
spatial distribution of blood-volume variations in the skin, nonuniform lighting and pulse-synchronous motion are, indeed,
serious concerns to the existing PPG imaging systems.
The motion maps obtained using a mesh model of the
human face (Fig. 4) suggest that distant and frontal sources
cause the least BCG-artifacts at most regions of the face. For
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the more distant light source, the same extent of head motion
results in lower variations of the radiant light flux in a given
RoI. Hence, preferring distant light sources (about 1m) is a
means to minimize BCG-artifacts. This option provides the
added benefit of homogenous illumination, as was previously
pointed out by Rubins et al. [8].
Finally, in a proof-of-concept experiment on real skin
vs. non-skin (Fig. 5), artifacts are demonstrated under nonuniform lighting conditions. These are particularly detrimental if acquisition occurs at wavelengths where PPG signals
are typically low-amplitude; i.e., the red and blue channels
(Fig. 6(b)). On the bright side, this experiment also shows
that this problem can be minimized under orthogonal lighting
conditions. We managed to achieve this goal in a simple
manner by placing additional diffused light sources around
the forehead RoIs to be inspected, although we recognize
that further work is needed to improve performance at the
blue region of the spectrum. Because penetration depth is
shallowest for blue, this wavelength is most sensitive to contamination and non-ideal experimental conditions, including
lighting and leaking specular reflections (not fully removed by
linear polarizers). Still, the PPG strength in the blue channel
may be obtained by correlation with the green or red as
reference waveforms.
As far as peak-to-peak amplitude is concerned, the PPG
waveform obtained at the green channel did not suffer significantly, primarily because the strength of PPG signals at the
550 nm green light peak is much stronger than the artifact
for most incident angles. Since our light source is diffuse and
allows incident angles up to maximally 80o , the artifacts in
this example for green are modest. Still, even in this nonextreme situation, artifacts are still dominant in the diastolic
phase of the cardiac cycle. One may expect the scenario to be
much worse when roof illumination or punctual light sources
are used, as incident angles may easily go well above 45o .
Zheng et al. [27] is a flagrant example. Hereby, the authors
describe a PPG-imager meant to capture PPG waveforms from
he human face at red and infrared wavelengths (650 and 870
nm, respectively). At the core of this innovation is a ring unit
consisting of multiple light emitting diodes (LEDs) with a
parabolic reflector, which is mounted around the camera lens.
This structure is claimed to provide homogeneous illumination
at the human face. However, the experimental setup indicates
that the forehead is illuminated by light hitting mostly by
incident angles >80o , so artifacts may arise in the outcome
images. These suspicions are confirmed by the thus-obtained
Fourier representation of the remote PPG signals, particularly
at the 650 nm wavelength, as the second and third order
harmonics are stronger than the fundamental component.
Efforts to achieve homogenous illumination using external
ringlights have also been attempted by Wieringa et al.[28].
PPG-images of a wrist were obtained in frontal illumination
conditions, with LEDs of red and infrared wavelengths placed
around the camera. However, the relatively higher spectral
power at the edges of this wrist was not explained by the
authors, nor seems to have a physiological explanation. Instead, these are the most likely artifacts, as the angle between
LEDs and skin-normal is highest at the edges of the wrist, an
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hypothesis that is corroborated the explanation of Blanik et
al. [20] about a similar finding in their own wrist data. The
wrist was further mapped by Kamshilin et al. [29], using two
green LEDs placed around the camera. Although illumination
was assumed to be almost uniform, the schematic view of
the setup for video recordings suggests it to be non-uniform,
with angles of incidence between LEDs and skin-normal that
can exceed 45o . This illumination condition raises doubts
about interpretations derived from the resulting amplitude or
phase maps, particularly at the locations of stronger arterial
motion, as are the radial and ulnar arteries. It seems, therefore,
plausible, that the reported hotspots are just skin sites where
BCG-artifacts are maximal. Additional examples of artifacts
in edges may also be found in the skin boundaries of the hand
or fingers [11], [8] and the forehead of a seated subject [5].
Future work could be aimed at improving sensing modalities
for estimating and adaptively canceling artifacts from actual
PPG signals. In this regard, a better understanding of micromotion in different skin sites, positions and populations would
be valuable. For example, Dziuda et al. [30] found differences
in BCG signals for the standing and seating positions using a
fiber-optic technology, whereas March et al. [31] found aging
to have a significant effect on the BCG amplitude.
V. C ONCLUSION
We demonstrated the threat of BCG-artifacts on PPGimagers under non-uniform lighting conditions. These artifacts
add to PPG sensors by modulating the angle between skin surface and incident light, thus distorting the resulting waveform
at the PPG-image sensor array. From our calibrated model for
head motion and additional experiment at the forehead, we
were able to show that BCG-artifacts are most detrimental
under incident angles approaching 90o w.r.t. the surfacenormal. In addition, we have indicated various publications
which suffered from these artifacts. We proposed to ameliorate
this problem during data acquisition by preferring orthogonal
illumination, a recommendation whose efficacy is not affected
by the location of the camera and is simply achieved, for
example, by preferring distant illumination and/or by deploying several diffused light sources around the skin region-ofinterest. We hope that our paper can help prevent erroneous
interpretations of PPG-images in future publications.
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